
Assignment SEEE 3133 (20%)  

Procedures  

1. Download the assigned data based on list of assignment from the website shown 
below: data G1(s) till data G10(s).  Your data assigned is based on group number, for 
example group 1, the assigned data is transfer function data G1(s).   

https://sites.google.com/a/fke.utm.my/proffuaad/subjects/seee-3133-control-system-modeling-and-simulation 

2. Based on the data that had been assigned to you, plot it using Excel. This is the real 
measured or real data from process control experiment that the mathematical model 
of the plant is unknown. Marked the data with points legend in Excel. 

3. You are required to identify the given data and construct a the suitable mathematical 
model/ transfer function that fit the unknown plant. The input of the system is 1V 
step signal.  Assume this as your simulated or estimated model and marked using line 
legend in Excel. 

4. Plot the real/measured data and estimated/simulated data together in one graph for 
the time response as shown in the sample of report for comparison and accuracy 
modelling using EXCEL. Show the solution on how you get the estimated/simulated 
mathematical model based on time response specifications. 

5. Analyse your simulated/estimated mathematical model that you obtained in term of 
the system order, system type, number of poles, number of zeroes, time domain 
specification, stability, steady-state error, accuracy of real model and estimated 
model plus others info that you feel necessary to support your discussions. 

6. From the estimated transfer function, find the equivalent state space representation. 
7. Write a complete and presentable report using power point form i.e. ppt or pptx 

8. Due date of submission is on Thursday, 13th January 2022. 1 month period of 
assignment. 

9. How to generate simulated/estimated data from transfer function ? 

Sample for time response data generation  
%Create Transfer Function Object  
s=tf('s')  
g=(10*exp(-0.1*s))/(s+10)  
%Generate Step Response Data using Matlab  
[y t]=step(g) 
step(g) 
% data for time and amplitude in Matlab workspace 

 

 


